At the London Studio of JTP, we are
preaching what we practice.
We have converted a former warehouse into a sustainable
building which you have more in common with than you
might imagine.

Our creativity is what makes our buildings (and
developments) human, and their humanity is what makes
them work.

It breathes. It heats up, it cools down, wakes up, goes to
sleep. It burns energy, transpires, reacts to the sun; has
its own nervous system, deals in raw materials and waste.
For us, buildings are living things, not blocks of concrete or
redundant masses, alive not only to the vital energy they
give out but to the valuable energy they can save, given the
right amount of thought.

Key to 23-25 Great Sutton Street is how it reacts with the
environment. Every last detail has been considered to give
it the lightest possible carbon footprint. Sustainability is
everything, and this building lives and breathes it.
Below are some examples of the 23-25 environmental
measures we have implemented across the building.

Measure No. 13

Measure No. 21
The one room that must have a
guaranteed temperature, and hence
air conditioning, is the Server Room.
Six photovoltaic panels, 0.8 x 1.2
metres in size, provide enough
electricity to power at least a quarter
of this air conditioning. One thing is
seeing the light, but using it is
quite another.

A message in a bottle… or a batt? Our
unlikely Number 13 is the use of recycled
plastic bottles as a highly effective and very
environmentally friendly insulation material.
Finely shredded and made into a product called
Eco-wool, every tonne of the plastic bottles
recycled here saves one and a half tonnes of
carbon emissions.
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Measure No. 25
At the top of the ‘chimney’ that is
the staircase, this vent, opened by a
handle and winch, ensures that the
current can continually flow through
the building by allowing the rising hot
air to escape. A breath of fresh air:
nothing could sum up our approach
to sustainability more effectively.
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Measure No. 19
Now the entire sky can be clouded
over – and still there’s a silver lining.
Because our south-facing solar
thermal panels heat our water to
55°C even on overcast days.
The water is stored in the plantroom in a tank that holds some 500
litres and weighs approximately a ton.
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Measure No. 24
At John Thompson & Partners
the open door policy is literal.
The staircase acts as a passive stack to
draw the hot air out from the studios.
For this reason all of the studio doors
are on hold-open devices.
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Measure No. 20
One simple measure to reduce
solar gain is to erect brise-soleil.
These horizontal louvres project
one metre from this south elevation,
cutting out glare and leaving wasteful
air conditioning in the shade.
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Measure No. 23

Measure No. 3
This shower has a timer control
fitting to save water. It is absolutely
definitely not there to ensure you
have a very quick shower and get
on with fee earning work as soon
as possible. Honestly.
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In a building like this it’s hard to say exactly
where No. 23 ends and No. 25 begins, and
the same applies to measures 23 to 25, which
are several building-wide features working in
combination to allow our studios to ‘breathe’,
precluding the need for expensive and wasteful
air-conditioning. To make this possible, fresh
air has to be able to get in, preferably draught
free. This it does through using these high-level
windows opened by specially fitted handles
and winders.
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Measure No. 9

Instead of sending low-grade wool unusable
in textiles to the landfill – or worse, burning
it – why not use it to insulate buildings?
The equivalent of shearings from 43 sheep
lines this meeting room. It’s about the only
time you’ll find woolly thinking heartily
applauded at John Thompson & Partners.
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Measure No. 7
This toilet is flushed by ‘grey water’
collected and recycled from the
shower. At John Thompson &
Partners, we like putting the grey
matter to better and better use.
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Measure No. 12

Measure No. 11
The environmental benefits of cycling
to work over driving are obvious,
but the fiscal saving over even public
transport is impressive too – in the
region of £1000 a year. This secure
store holds a small mortgage of bikes
– 36 to be precise.

Clay plasters are forged at lower temperatures
than gypsum-based plasters, and therefore
create less greenhouse gases. Clay also has the
capacity to regulate the room temperature
and humidity, effectively ‘breathing’. And its
attractive natural yellow ochre means it
doesn’t even need a lick of carbon-costly paint.
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Measure No. 1

Measure No. 6

A study of our carbon footprint at our
previous premises produced the alarming
discovery that our electricity consumption
accounted for some 85% of our effective
CO2 contribution. Our first and most radical
decision on moving here was to eliminate this
figure at a stroke. How?

The surface you see before you could once
be found in picnics, packed lunches and
breakfasts: made from recycled yoghurt pots –
shredded, heated and pressed – it’s a lowenergy, environmentally friendly alternative
to high-energy worksurfaces. Our ‘culture’
is definitely changing.

By choosing to source our electricity from a
100% renewable supplier. Every joule, every
flicker of light comes from wind, sea and
biomass. It costs us more, but our view is
that the price of inaction is even greater.

The environmental refurbishment of 23-25 Great Sutton Street
- an existing 1920s warehouse - demonstrates how existing
buildings can be practically improved to perform as highly
sustainable offices.
The building incorporates systems, technologies and
materials that substantially reduce energy demand and
emissions, provide sustainable energy supply and minimise 		
both water usage and waste.
In the first year of occupation we reduced our absolute
emissions by 14%. This is a significant achievement as the set
equivalent carbon reduction rate for organisations based in
OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development) countries is 2.5% p.a.

Measure No. 18
This floor is made from the ‘low
energy’ sap of rubber trees, instead
of vinyl, an oil-based product, or Lino,
a linseed oil-based product whose
manufacture requires greater energy.
Bright orange it may be, but it’s
really green.

Measure No. 16
The soft, airy, million-dollar feel of
the water you use here to wash your
hands is only half the story. This spray
tap uses less than 50% of the water
of a normal tap.

The exemplary refurbishment has won:

Carbon Reduction, Runner up
Green Business Innovators 2011

Green Buildings and Facilities, Winner
Green Business Awards 2010

Sustainability & Innovation Award
CoreNet Global’s UK Chapter
Awards 2010

Sustainable Transport
(Medium/Large Business), Winner
Giant Green Business Awards
Islington Council, 2010

Commercial Building Category,
Highly Commended
Retrofit Awards 2010

Sustainable Building of the Year
City of London
Sustainable City Awards 2010

